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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

Date: June 3, 2019

To: The Mayor 
The Council

From: Richard H. Llewellyn, Jr., City Administrative Officer

Subject: INNOVATION FUND RECOMMENDATION - CITY IDEA HUB

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor:

Establish and appropriate a new appropriation account entitled DONE - City Idea Hub in 
the amount of $150,000 within the Innovation Fund No. 105/10 from the available cash 
balance of the Innovation Fund;

1.

Instruct the City Clerk to place on the agenda for the first regular meeting on or after July 
1,2019, the following item:

2.

Transfer $150,000 from the Innovation Fund 105/10, Account to be Established, DONE 
- City Idea Hub Pilot to Fund 100/47 as follows:

Fund/Dept. Account No. Account Name Amount
$100,000 
$ 50.000 

Total: $150,000

100/47 003040
001010

Contractual Services 
Salaries, General100/47

3. Authorize by resolution, subject to allocation by the Board of Civil Service Commissioners, 
one Project Assistant (Classification Code 1542) for the period July 1, 2019 through June 
30, 2020; and,

Instruct DONE to:
a. Separately track all encumbrances and expenditures of Innovation Fund monies 

so that unspent funds can be returned to the Innovation Fund at the end of the 
fiscal year;

b. Report to the Innovation and Performance Commission with an accounting of the 
funds, the lessons learned, and any obstacles faced; and,

c. Report to the Innovation and Performance Commission if, after the receipt of funds, 
the scope of the funded item differs from the scope approved for funding by the 
Mayor and the City Council.

4.
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5. Authorize the City Administrative Officer to make technical corrections as necessary to 
those transactions included in this report to implement Mayor and Council intentions.

SUMMARY

The City Administrative Officer herewith transmits the recommendation of the 
Innovation and Performance Commission (IPC) to approve funding in the amount of $150,000 
from the Innovation Fund (IF) for the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment (DONE) - City 
Idea Hub. Please note, as with all IPC recommendations, this report presents the idea as 
submitted by the Department and approved by the IPC along with the necessary 
recommendations to implement the idea as presented. If the scope of the Innovation Fund item 
changes after the Department receives funding, the Department must return to the IPC to 
present the revised scope to the Commission to determine whether alternative 
recommendations are required.

DONE, in partnership with the Information Technology Agency (ITA), proposes the 
implementation of an innovation platform to drive civic engagement of the residents of Los 
Angeles. The platform will allow City departments to manage initiatives or “challenges” facilitated 
through this platform. Through this pilot, ITA and DONE aim to consolidate the City’s civic 
engagement efforts in one platform that will provide a data-driven, metrics-rich approach to 
collaboration and innovation, ensuring that the voice of the City’s residents are heard regarding 
how to make Los Angeles a safe, sustainable, prosperous, and well-run City. This platform will 
be provided by IdeaScale, an innovation management software tool.

Currently the Department of Water and Power (DWP) and Los Angeles World 
Airports (LAWA) use IdeaScale internally within their departments, creating a workflow for 
innovative ideas to move within all levels of the departments. DWP uses the platform for 
employee suggestions, whereas LAWA uses it as a driver for internal innovation. By 
implementing IdeaScale Citywide, various challenges will be created to allow collaboration 
internally and externally regarding questions or topics defined by departments. For example, this 
pilot could support submissions for ITA’s Smart Cities project, DONE’s Office of Civic 
Engagement, the Mayor’s Office of Public Safety’s Earthquake Early Warning Project, the 
Mayor’s Office of Budget and Innovation’s City Technology Plan, and the IPC’s Innovation Fund.

ITA will manage the operations, administration, and the technological 
infrastructure of this pilot. DONE will take the lead in spearheading efforts to engage 
departments in campaign creation that align with the message of the City. Using a Project 
Assistant, DONE will be responsible for onboarding City departments as well as implementing 
the pilot with Neighborhood Councils. The IdeaScale platform is a hosted service, requiring 
minimal administration. IdeaScale will provide a year of campaign planning support with 
integration provided by DONE’s Civic Engagement Program and ITA’s Team Innovate. Upon 
receiving funding, the set-up and training for the platform will take approximately two months. 
Following set-up, the onboarding of key departments and offices and the validation of outcomes 
and metrics will take place over a 10-month period. After a year, DONE will continue campaign 
leadership with operational support from ITA. ITA and DONE would consider this pilot a success 
based on the following metrics:

• Number of departments trained in creation and deployment of campaigns;
• Number of campaigns launched and completed;
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• Number of campaigns launched and completed;
• Engagement on topics (including number of participants, number of comments 

number of ideas, and number of votes);
• Number of departments participating (as leaders and as participants); and,
• Outcomes (number of initiatives influenced and number of new projects started)

The Commission recommends funding of $150,000 to cover the costs associated 
with this pilot. Of the $150,000, $100,000 will fund a one year license of IdeaScale which 
includes an on-site innovation architect, technical support, training and campaign support, 
unlimited campaigns and unlimited users, administrators, and moderators. The remaining 
$50,000 will fund one new proposed DONE Project Assistant resolution authority position, who 
will facilitate the pilot and the on-boarding of City Departments. DONE intends to procure 
Ideascale through the City's existing commodity contract with the vendor Insight, who provides 
various technology software for City departments. At the conclusion of the pilot, if the pilot is 
determined to be successful, ITA and DONE intend to work with all departments utilizing the 
platform, including DWP and LAWA, in order to identify a method to allocate the cost to 
continue the program across all departments.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Approval of these recommendations will allocate $150,000 of the remaining $803,234 
Innovation Fund 2018-19 available balance. The $150,000 will be transferred to DONE to 
begin implementation of the pilot project that has been approved by the Innovation and 
Performance Commission. In some cases, departments will incur ongoing costs.
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